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Background & Aim: Worldwide the incidence of cancer continues to rise, while the cancer
mortality decreases. This will increase the survivorship and the number of cancer patients
significantly. The demand for cancer care is expected to increase by 40% during the next 20
years, whereas the number of oncologists will only grow by 25%. Furthermore, patients want
care that is close to home and that is coordinated between primary care, hospitals, cancer
settings, and palliative care services. More and more cancer patients will be followed-up in
coordination between their oncologist and primary care physicians. To improve this
integration of care, primary care physicians must have access to the necessary information
and skills to play an active role in cancer care.
Method: Case reports, plucked from real-life encounters with patients, will be presented to
the participants. An active attitude for solving the problems presented in the case reports will
be expected. Five subjects will be presented:
1) The interpretation of lab results after chemotherapy,
2) Neutropenia – neutropenic fever,
3) Management of nausea or diarrhea,
4) Approach to pain,
5) Mucositis and other side effects of radiotherapy.
Results: The participants will achieve confidence in dealing with patients receiving
chemotherapy. They will know what to do in the case of neutropenia or neutropenic fever.
They will be able to start appropriate treatment for nausea, diarrhea and pain. The will learn
how to manage mucositis and skin reddening after radiotherapy. Finally they will be shown
where to find more useful information about the subject.
Conclusions: Since primary care physicians are expected to play a more active role in the
follow-up of cancer patients receiving chemotherapy, they must be armed with the necessary
knowledge and skills to do this.

